We live in a global environment. The world is changing daily all around us. International studies helps us make sense of these changes and evaluate how we fit into this new world politically, socially, culturally and economically. A degree in international studies opens doors to exciting career possibilities in a wide variety of fields, including:

• High school teacher
• College professor
• International business
• Governmental relations
• Diplomacy

Why International Studies?
We live in a global environment. The world is changing daily all around us. International studies helps us make sense of these changes and evaluate how we fit into this new world politically, socially, culturally and economically. A degree in international studies opens doors to exciting career possibilities in a wide variety of fields, including:

Why International Studies at SUNY Orange?
SUNY Orange’s International Studies program is tailored to our students’ needs. From language courses to international relations and world literature, we’ve got your curriculum covered. Dedicated faculty, affordable tuition, and seamless transfer to four-year colleges and universities in the SUNY system and beyond all combine to make SUNY Orange the choice for this rapidly evolving field of study. With the world in a constant state of change, and with the United States often at the center of those changes, there has never been a better time to pursue a degree in international studies.

“As chair of the College’s new Global Studies department, I’ve been so impressed with the students in our international studies program. Their achievements at SUNY Orange will propel them to wonderful schools and exciting careers.”

Paul Basinski

Top 5 Reasons You Should Study International Studies at SUNY Orange

➔ A roster of excellent and caring professors is here to serve you.

➔ The College’s new Global Studies department offers many exciting academic opportunities.

➔ The international studies credits you earn at SUNY Orange will transfer easily and the academic foundation you establish here will prepare you for future successes.

➔ The new Gilman Center for International Education will be a state-of-the-art learning facility.

➔ You will enhance your awareness of our global community.